
Select robot interface:

Since version 0.3.3 it is possible to work with the following interfaces and programming languages:

- Arduino boards with USB port (C/C++) 
- EV3 with ev3dev (C/Python) 
- NXT (NXC) 
- BrickPi (C/Python) 
- Raspberry Pi (C/Python) 

The robot interface hast to be selected first (Robot->Select robot interface). Some data is required 
for the different interfaces.

Programming language: 

Depending on which robot platform has been selected, different programming languages can be 
selected. 

NXT 
For the NXT brick only the programming language NXC is available, which is compiled with the 
official compiler for this purpose. A NXC program can optionally be run on the real robot or the 
nxcSimulator, which is integrated in the nxcEditor. 

EV3 
The EV3 brick can be programmed in C and Python (the compiler on the Raspberry Pi will be 
used). 

BrickPi/Raspberry Pi 
A C program (or Python program) for the BrickPi robot can be programmed either locally on the 
Raspberry Pi or using a network connection (the compiler on the Raspberry Pi will be used). 

Arduino 
The supported boards are programmed in C or C ++.
Modus: 

Inexperienced users should choose "Default". With the selection "User Preferences" other 
commands can be assigned to the compiler and the buttons of the nxcEditor.

Tab 1

NXT: Here, the enhanced firmware must be selected if it is installed on the NXT.

Illustration 1: NXT.



Raspberry Pi, BrickPi und EV3 (with ev3dev):

Communication between the computer and the interface takes place via the network via ssh using 
RSA encryption. In order for the data to be exchanged without a password query, the public key of 
the computer must be transferred to the interface. For this purpose, one or two commands are 
entered in a terminal (it is important to be logged in as the user who later also uses the editor). 
If there is no key pair yet, a new one will be created with 'ssh-keygen -t rsa'. The public key will be 
then transferred to the interface with 'ssh-copy-id -i .ssh/id_rsa.pub Benutzername@IP-Adresse'.

Example for the user pi with the IP address 192.168.0.123: 

ssh-copy-id -i .ssh/id_rsa.pub pi@192.168.0.123 

Attention: You will be prompted to enter the user's password on the robot platform. 

If problems occur, you can quickly find solutions by using a search engine. If there are problems 
with the transfer of the public key, in some cases a solution is displayed in the terminal. Now the 
interface is ready for use with the computer.
The following entries must be added: 

Note: It is very important to press the "Send Settings" button (see below). 
 
Program start: 
If the program lxterminal has been selected, the output of a program (print command) can be 
directly read. The terminals used by a Linux system have different parameters, which can be 
transferred at the start of the program. Here the program lxterminal has benn selected (this must 
also be installed on the computer). 

Network or computer: 
If a network is selected here, the source code of a program is transferred via the network interface 
and compiled on the robot interface. For this purpose, the corresponding packets must be installed 
on the robot interface. 

Illustration 2: Tab 1 – Raspberry Pi.



 
User: 
The user name on the robot interface for which the ssh connection was set up (should not be root if 
possible) is specified here. 

IP list: 
Here a list of IP addresses can be created, if one uses several interfaces. The currently displayed IP 
address is will be used. With '+' you add an address and with '-' you delete the current address. 

Directory: 
The programs are copied to the specified directory from the editor for compiling to the robot 
interface. 

Button 'Send Settings': 
If the entry for the directory has already been made and all settings have been made for a successful
network connection, the directory is created with a mouse click on the interface and the settings are 
tested. An output is made in the text box. 

Button 'Send SSH key': 
If the interface for the network connection is prepared, the public key can also be made by mouse 
click. If no terminal window opens for an input of the password, you have to go through a terminal 
program. 

Start button 'lxterminal': 
If the interface is prepared for the network connection and the lxterminal has been installed, the 
teminal program is opened by mouse click and a ssh connection is established automatically to the 
interface.



Arduino (currtly only Boards with USB): 

Anyone who wants to work with an Arduino board should have the latest Arduino software installed
(downloading and unpacking the software in a directory, for example /opt is enough). 
The user must be a member of the 'dialout' group to access the USB port. 
The nxcEditor accesses the configuration files of the Arduino software. The Arduino software must 
be started once, so that the configuration files can also be written and then read by the nxcEditor. 
  
The following entries must be added:

Installation folder: 
This is the directory where the Arduino software was installed or unpacked. 

Configuration: 
This is the directory where the configuration files of the Arduino software are located. 
 
After both directories are specified correctly, Arduino boards will be displayed. All boards with 
USB port should work with the nxcEditor. I tested with UNO, MEGA, NANO and DUE - I do not 
currently own other boards. The board that was selected here can now be used with the editor. 

Open Sketch: 
If you want to open all header files in addition to the ino files, you can choose this option. 
 
Close Sketch: 
If you want to close all the header files that are in the same directory when you close the ino files, 
you can choose this option. 

Hint: 
- it is possible to open two sketches at the same time 
- it is possible to open and close individual header files from a sketch 

Illustration 3: Arduino – Tab 2.



- it is possible to open a sample program and a sketch 

Open examples: 
This option makes it possible to re-format all Arduino sample programs when they are opened: The 
brace behind a program line can automatically be moved to a separate line. 



Tab 2 

In this tab, advanced users can make changes to the compiler and buttons of the nxcEditor when 
"User preferences" was selected. When the editor-buttons for the compiler, the start of a program 
and the exit of a program have been clicked, the commands listed here will be executed. If other 
options should be used for the compiler, these are entered here. Some macro commands of the 
nxcEditor can be used: 

Illustration 4: Tab 2 - Raspberry Pi.

Illustration 5: Arduino – Tab 2.



 
General 
'IN_FILE' - the program currently displayed in the editor 
'OUT_FILE' - the program currently displayed in the editor after compiling it 
'USER' - the user entered in tab 1 
'IP_ADRESS' - the IP address entered in tab 1 
'DIRECTORY' - the directory entered in tab 1 

Arduino 
'INST_DIRECTORY' - the installation directory for the Arduino software (according to tab 1) 
'BOARD' - the settings for the selected Arduino board (according to tab 1) 

Note: Some of the following settings are not relevant for Arduino boards. 

The ending for the source code and the extension for the compiled program can also be changed in 
tab 2. With the default setting, for example, when terminating a program, all programs will be 
terminated with the ending of the compiled program name on the respective robot platform. 
Depending on whether a computer language is interpreted (eg Python) or compiled before 
execution, you can also activate the use of the compiler. When the robot platform is programmed 
via a network connection, the compiler is used on the robot platform. There is also the option to use 
a crosscompiler on the computer used - but this has not yet been sufficiently tested. 
After a program has been transferred to the robot platform, a copy is usually created in the directory
"latestPrograms" (here you can always find the last 5 transferred programs). This option can be 
disabled here.


